
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Technical Data – Butt Welding Machine Model P-SW 
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Butt Welding Machine P-SW 

 
The high performance INGENIA Butt-Welding machines are made for the rough working 
environment. The welding cycle is running automatically, the main welding parameters are 
stored in a database, which is linked to the CNC table force control. The smallest model 
has 2m working width (model 20.xx P-SW), the largest available machine has a working 
width of 5 m (model 50.xx PSW); the maximum weldable thickness is 60mm (higher 
thicknesses on request). The machines are designed to weld all standard thermoplastics 
as PE, PP, PVC- U and PVDF. INGENIA machines are designed according the 
requirements established by the DVS e. V. (German Association for Welding Techniques) 
and CEN standards.  

 

Structure of the machine : 
 
The main frame is designed as a solid construction. The welding tables are processed 
after the machine has been assembled. The tables are designed to avoid misalignment of 
the resulting weld by torsion and load stress even in high frequent usage. The machine is 
driven directly by pneumatic cylinders. A permanently lubricated ball bearing with solid 
dimensions guarantees an excellent lifetime. 

The clamping beam consists of solid hollow steel profile with integrated pneumatic 
cylinders. The forces are transferred by non- rotating aluminum- plates with anti- skid 
covering. The Teflon coated heating element is designed for long-term applications. 

The machine is easily controlled through a display and push buttons at the control desk in 
the front of the machine. 

 

Operation of the machine : 
 
A standard SIEMENS PLC- processor executes the welding process. All operating 
elements are located in the control desk and optional in a remote control (by wire). 

The main welding parameters are stored in a database for all standard plastics. All 
parameters meet the requirements established by DVS e. V. However all parameters may 
be adopted individually by the user. The welding forces are set up with a proportional 
valve. For optimum quality welding and control, the machine may be equipped with a force 
measuring and regulation system (optional). An optional printer may be linked to the 
processor to prepare a welding report. 

However, with any grade of automation, the machine is performing in automatic cycle. 
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View into welding area of a 40.30 P-SW:  beveled clamping plates and illumination of welding zone (optional), 
non-rotating clamping plates  

 

 

 

 
 

View onto the clamping area of a 40.30 PL-SW: here : vertical and horizontal sheet after feeding into the 
machine, ready before welding to an U-profile under an angle of 90° (optional)  
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Spare parts:  Main parts integrated in pneumatic and PLC system are available from the well-known 
manufactures FESTO and SIEMENS. 

 
view into control desk of a 40.30 P-SW   

 

Control board of a 40.30 PL-SW (with CNC table force control):  easy to understand symbols, available in 
different languages 
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The performance of  INGENIA Butt-Welding- machines  

example: INGENIA 40.30 P-SW 

working width:   INGENIA 40.30 SW = 4050mm 

weldable material thickness: INGENIA 40.30 SW = 30 mm with PE-HD (PE 63/80/100) 

 
Material: PE-HD (spec. weld factor 0,15 N/mm² ) 30mm Thickness x 4050mm Width 
         
  PP-H/ B/ R (spec. weld factor 0,10 N/mm² ) 30mm Thickness x 4050mm Width 
         
  PVC-U (spec. weld factor 0,60 N/mm²)    8mm Thickness x 4050mm Width 
         
*** not valid for 90° welding device     

This calculation may be applicable to all INGENIA Butt-Welding machines  

Products that may be realized with INGENIA standard machines: 

   

Products that may be realized with INGENIA 90° weld ing device (option): 
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